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Whether indoor or outdoor – this attractive tabletop grill ensures safe grilling pleasure, complete-
ly without smoke and fire. Grilling with electricity means quick heating-up by means of precise 
temperature regulation with best grilling results; the annoying disposal of ash or charcoal remains 
drops out. The grill plate, made of solid aluminium die-cast with very robust QuanTanium® non-
stick coating, is divided in two individual grilling zones. On the ribbed surface, meat and vegeta-
bles get the typical grill marks, on the flat Teppanyaki surface, fish, vegetables and even pan-
cakes and other desserts can be prepared.  
Heating elements integrated in the grill plate ensure a perfect temperature distribution, the regu-
lation is infinitely variable. As additional advantage, this grill has a turbo grilling zone which can 
be set in addition for quick searing.  
The integrated fat drain with removable drip pan, the heat-insulated handles as well as the de-
tachable splash guard/wind shield and the super-easy cleaning of all parts make the ease of use 
of this remarkable grill perfect. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
Technical data:  

 type: BBQ 2002 

 230 V ~  1900 W    black 

 detachable aluminium die-cast grill plate 50 x 25 cm 

 superior 3-layer non-stick coating QuanTanium®  

 grill plate with integrated heating element 

 infinitely variable temperature regulation, pilot lamp 

 turbo grilling zone for searing to be set in addition 

 with integrated fat drain and removable drip pan 

 detachable splash guard/wind shield 

 cleaning scraper 

 dimensions (B x T x H): 65 x 29 x 10.3 cm  

TABLE TOP GRILL  
with turbo grilling zone 
Safe grilling pleasure the whole year round  

 

Large grilling surface with 
flat and ribbed zone; turbo 
grilling zone to be set in 
addition 
 

 

3-layer non-stick coating: 
superior, robust, scratch-
resistant and easy to clean 
 


